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Despite considerable experimental progress, large parts of the axion-like particle (ALP) param-
eter space remain difficult to probe in terrestrial experiments. In some cases, however, small-scale
structure of the ALP dark matter (DM) distribution is strongly enhanced, offering opportunities for
astrophysical tests. Such an enhancement can be produced by a period of pre-nucleosynthesis early
matter domination (EMD). This cosmology arises in many ultraviolet completions and generates
the correct relic abundance for weak coupling fa ∼ 1016 GeV, ALP masses in the range 10−13 eV
< ma < 1 eV, and without fine-tuning of the initial misalignment angle. This range includes the
QCD axion around 10−9−10−8 eV. EMD enhances the growth of ALP small-scale structure, leading
to the formation of dense ALP miniclusters. We study the interplay between the initial ALP oscilla-
tion, reheating temperature, and effective pressure to provide analytic estimates of the minicluster
abundance and properties. ALP miniclusters in the EMD cosmology are denser and more abundant
than in ΛCDM. While enhanced substructure generically reduces the prospects of direct detection
experiments, we show that pulsar timing and lensing observations can discover these minihalos over
a large range of ALP masses and reheating temperatures.
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FIG. 1. Existing constraints (gray regions), target parameter space (colored bands) and sensitivity of future experiments (colored
lines) in the ALP mass ma and photon coupling gaγγ ∼ 1/fa plane. The QCD axion band is shown in blue and corresponds
to a particular approximate mass-coupling relation, mafa ∼ mpifpi. Relaxing this relationship but imposing saturation of the
dark matter relic density results in other mass-coupling relations. These relations depend on the pre-BBN expansion history
and initial misalignment angle θi. The green and yellow bands correspond to cosmologies with early matter domination (with a
reheat temperature of 10 MeV) and standard radiation domination before nucleosynthesis and natural values of θi ∼ 1. Larger
masses and lower couplings favored by EMD are challenging to probe in terrestrial experiments. In this paper we show that
EMD enhances ALP DM small-scale structure, resulting in the formation of ALP minihalos. These minihalos can be probed
with lensing and pulsar timing observations through gravitational interactions alone for ma & 10−10 eV as indicated by the
green arrow. We also show the sensitivities of two experiments, DM Radio [11, 12] and ABRACADABRA [13, 14], which are
projected to reach the EMD target region for a range of reheating temperatures. Adapted from Ref. [10].
I. INTRODUCTION
Axion-like particles (ALPs) provide a compelling and elegant explanation for the dark matter (DM) of the uni-
verse [1–4]. These DM candidates arise in ultraviolet (UV) completions of the Standard Model (SM) as pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone bosons of spontaneously broken global symmetries, or as zero modes of higher-dimensional gauge
fields [4–7]. As such, their masses can be naturally light. A relic density of ALPs can be produced via several
mechanisms, including misalignment, thermal and inflationary production, and from the decays of heavier particles or
topological defects. In many well-motivated cases several mechanisms can contribute. For reviews, see, for example,
Refs. [8, 9].
The nonthermal production of ALPs suggests that both their abundance and late-time distribution are sensitive
to physics in the UV. This is in contrast to thermally-produced DM (such as weakly-interacting massive particles, or
WIMPs), where the abundance only depends on processes at energies similar to the DM mass. This UV-sensitivity
can open a window into the pre-nucleosynthesis universe, where few other probes are currently available.
One of the principal means for discovering and measuring the properties of ALPs is through terrestrial direct detec-
tion experiments. Previously we have studied prospects for the direct detection of ALPs in a variety of cosmological
scenarios [10], providing a range of experimental targets which are free of fine-tuning; some of these targets are shown
in Fig. 1. The most difficult scenario to probe via direct detection involves a period of early matter domination
(EMD). In EMD scenarios, the value of the ALP decay constant required to achieve the correct DM relic density is
large, corresponding to a small value of the ALP-photon coupling gaγγ ∼ 10−18 GeV−1. This value is independent of
the ALP mass over a large range of masses, including a range of QCD axion candidates around a nano-eV.
Although challenging for ALP direct detection experiments, a period of EMD is a well-motivated possibility for
early universe physics. Weakly coupled heavy scalars abound in UV completions of ALP models. In supersymmetric
theories, for example, axions have weakly coupled heavy scalar partners, saxions. There can also be other modulus
3fields which have Planck-suppressed interactions. Moduli fields are thus naturally long-lived, and the energy stored in
their oscillations can come to dominate the energy density of the early universe before they decay, leading to a period
of EMD. If the moduli decay happens too late, the energy injection can ruin the success of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN): this is known as the cosmological moduli problem [15–17]. The moduli problem can be avoided if the moduli
mass scale is above O(10) TeV, leading to reheating (RH) above 5 MeV and satisfying BBN constraints [18, 19].
A period of EMD can modify dark matter physics in various ways. In WIMP scenarios, dark matter can be
produced in the decay of the fields responsible for EMD, and achieving the correct relic density may favor lighter
WIMP candidates [20, 21]. In ALP scenarios, axions that begin to oscillate during an EMD phase have modified relic
densities and perturbation growth relative to the standard radiation dominated cosmology. Ref. [22] performed an
early study of axion dark matter with a period of EMD; more recent studies include Refs. [23–26] and projections for
a wide range of proposed experiments for this scenario were given in Ref. [10].
In this work we explore the impact of a stage of early matter domination on the growth of ALP density perturba-
tions, which has also recently been considered in Refs. [24, 25] for ALPS and in Refs. [27–31] for WIMPs. Density
perturbations grow linearly with the scale factor during EMD, as opposed to logarithmically during radiation dom-
ination. Linear growth leads to enhanced structure on scales that enter the horizon before the end of EMD. These
structures decouple from the Hubble flow and collapse at high redshifts, leading to the formation of ALP miniclus-
ters or minihalos (we use these terms interchangeably) [32–37]. Galactic dark matter halos are then hierarchically
assembled from these miniclusters. If the miniclusters survive the galactic assembly process, their presence can sig-
nificantly alter the optimal DM search strategy. For example, the terrestrial minicluster encounter rate may be too
low for effective direct detection searches [38, 39]. On the other hand, such compact structures can be searched for
via lensing and pulsar timing. Future lensing [40–42] and pulsar-timing searches [43] will be able to probe compact
DM substructure at an unprecedented level.
The formation of ALP miniclusters is known to occur for ALP initial conditions generated by post-inflationary
Pecci-Quinn (PQ) breaking, topological defect decay or when ALP self-interactions are important. In this work,
we focus on the complementary case where the initial ALP perturbations are small O (10−4), in analogy to the
pre-inflationary PQ breaking scenario for the QCD axion. We show that even in this case, miniclusters form due
to the enhanced growth during EMD. Unlike the post-PQ breaking case, the growth of ALP perturbations can be
treated analytically. Consequently the minicluster distributions can be characterized with mild assumptions about
their survival probability. We generalize and extend previous analyses of Refs. [24, 25] by considering non-QCD ALPs,
treating growth before and after matter-radiation equality, and studying the impact of the ALP mass, sound speed
effects, reheating temperature, and initial conditions on the growth and distribution of miniclusters.
Recent numerical work [44] suggests QCD axion miniclusters formed from post-inflationary PQ breaking in the
standard cosmology may be too light to be relevant for lensing and pulsar timing searches. In contrast, in the
ALP parameter space where EMD provides a natural explanation for the relic density, we find that these searches,
particularly photometric microlensing, offer strong sensitivity. In EMD scenarios it is plausible that most of the
present-day relic density is bound in miniclusters, greatly weakening direct detection prospects. These conclusions
affect a large range of weakly-coupled ALP models, including a QCD axion with a mass around an neV.
This work is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the ALP relic density and a model for the period of early
matter domination. In Section III we assemble the Boltzmann equations for the evolution of the background energy
densities and the ALP perturbations. The physics involves a number of different scales: the ALP mass (and hence
scale of oscillation), the comoving horizon size, the ALP Jeans scale, and the reheating scale. We carefully assess
the impact of each scale on the growth of perturbations, and we present numerical results tracking the perturbations
from early matter domination, through reheating and into standard radiation domination, and through standard
matter-radiation equality. In Section IV we use the Press-Schechter formalism to estimate the statistical distributions
of the ALP miniclusters. We discuss our results in Section V, and study their implications for the minicluster survival
rate, direct detection, and pulsar timing and lensing searches. We conclude in Section VI.
II. ALP RELIC ABUNDANCE
Our model consists of the Standard Model, an ALP field a which will constitute the dark matter, and a heavy
scalar field φ. The energy density in coherent φ oscillations dominates the universe at early times and redshifts like
matter, leading to a period of EMD. The scalar field a is minimally coupled to gravity with action
S ⊃
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
(∂a)2 − V (a)
]
, (1)
4where for simplicity we consider a quadratic potential
V (a) =
1
2
m2a2. (2)
If the field a is an axion-like particle then we expect its interactions with SM fields to be suppressed by factors
of 1/fa, where fa is the ALP decay constant. While critical for direct detection, these interactions are not relevant
for the early universe cosmology we study in this paper. We assume that the ALP relic density is set through the
misalignment mechanism [1–3], and that the ALP mass is independent of temperature.
Higher-order terms may also be present in the potential of Eq. 2. These terms delay the onset of ALP oscillations for
large initial values of a, and including them can have O(1) impact on the relic density. For a/fa . 1 these effects are
unimportant. Nonlinear terms in the ALP equation of motion can also lead to important effects on small scales, such
as soliton-like configuration known as axitons or oscillons [33, 44–46]. The precise effect of self-interactions depends
on the interaction terms and temperature dependence of the ALP mass. On the whole, the presence of axitons could
provide additional substructure within the miniclusters we identify below and would be interesting to pursue further
through dedicated numerical studies.
In a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology, the equation of motion for the ALP background is
d2a
dt2
+ 3H
da
dt
+m2aa = 0 , (3)
where H is the Hubble parameter. The evolution of the ALP field depends on the distribution of initial conditions
θi = ai/fa. If the ALP exists prior to inflation then θi is uniform across the initially causally-disconnected regions
constituting the universe at the present time. This is the scenario we study in this paper. Another possibility is that
θi is stochastically distributed over the separate causal patches throughout the universe. In models where the ALP
is a pseudo-Nambu Goldstone boson, this corresponds to the scenario where associated global symmetry is broken
after inflation. This can be studied analytically using cosmological perturbation theory by taking an effective average
misalignment angle corresponding to θi = pi/
√
3 [47]. However, one also expects the formation of topological defects
such as strings and domain walls at the boundaries of different causal patches which are not captured by this approach.
The decay of these defects leads to large fluctuations in the ALP field which later evolve into miniclusters. Structure
formation in this scenario has recently been studied numerically in Refs. [44, 45] and analytically in Refs. [36, 37, 48]
using the Press-Schechter formalism, and leads to the formation of miniclusters [32–35].
It is well known that the pre-inflationary PQ-breaking axion scenario generates isocurvature perturbations, which
are strongly constrained by cosmic microwave background (CMB) measurements [49–51]. Suppressing these modes
either implies an upper bound on the scale of inflation HI [52] or requires nontrivial axion-inflaton dynamics (see, e.g.,
Ref. [52]). In the former case we estimate in App. D that HI . 109−10 GeV depending on the reheating temperature.
This is less constraining than for the QCD axion in a standard cosmology [23]. For rest of this paper we assume that
inflation has taken place at sufficiently low scale to satisfy the isocurvature constraint.
The scalar field φ comes to dominate the energy density in the early universe before it decays. Reheating occurs when
the Hubble parameter is approximately equal to the decay width of the scalar, H ∼ Γφ. During matter-domination
H ∝ a−3/2, and the scale factor a at reheating is approximately aRH ∼ Γ−2/3φ .1 We denote the temperature of the
universe when reheating occurs by TRH. This is constrained by Big Bang Nucleosynthesis to be larger than O(MeV).
The lowest reheat temperature we consider in this work is 5 MeV [18, 19].
In UV-complete models the field φ could correspond to a saxion or modulus field. We assume that the φ decays
predominantly into Standard Model fields, corresponding to radiation in the early universe. It is also possible that φ
decays into ALPs. In that case the ALP relic density would be made up partly from a population due to misalignment
and partly from a population due to φ decay. Whether this population behaves as matter or radiation depends on the
relative mass of φ and a, and on TRH. However, for ma < eV and the low reheat temperatures we are interested in,
ALPs produced from φ decays are still relativistic at matter-radiation equality (MRE). Therefore, they contribute to
the total energy density of the universe as dark radiation and their abundance is constrained by the concordance of
standard cosmology with observations of the CMB and light element abundances. These constraints are conveniently
expressed as bounds on the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom, Neff . In the instantaneous decay
approximation we estimate that ALPs from φ decays would contribute
∆Neff .
4
7
[
BR(φ→ a a)
BR(φ→ SM SM)
]
g∗(TRH), (4)
1 We use a to refer to both and ALP field and the cosmological scale factor. It will be clear from context which one is in use.
5where the upper bound arises from assuming TRH . 10 MeV; higher TRH is more weakly constrained due to additional
SM entropy injections which dilute the relativistic ALP contribution relative to the SM. CMB and BBN limit ∆Neff .
0.5 at 95 % CL (see, e.g., Refs. [53–55]), which translates into BR(φ→ a a) < 0.08. In the absence of self-interactions,
this ALP component does not contribute to the formation of ALP clumps, so we set BR(φ → a a) = 0 throughout
this work. We also note that topological defects such as domain walls and strings tend to be irrelevant in pre-
inflationary ALP scenarios, since inflation smooths out inhomogeneities. Recent numerical studies suggest that these
contributions are small even in the post-inflationary ALP scenario [44, 45, 56]. We therefore assume that the relic
density is determined entirely by production through misalignment.
In the early universe while H > ma the field a is effectively frozen in its initial value. As the universe expands and
Hubble decreases and becomes comparable with the ALP mass H ∼ ma the ALP field starts evolving at time tosc
and oscillates in its potential. After oscillations begin, the ALP energy density redshifts as matter,
ρa =
1
2
m2af
2
aθ
2
i (a(tosc)/a)
3 +O(H2/m2a) , (5)
where the a−3 is the redshifting of the energy density with the scale-factor.
The ALP density in the current epoch can be shown to be approximately [10]
Ωah
2 ' 0.12×
(
faθi
9× 1014 GeV
)2
×
(
TRH
10 MeV
)
, (6)
where θi = ai/fa is the initial ALP misalignment angle. This equation holds for temperature-independent ALP masses,
and also assumes that the reheating temperature TRH is lower than the ALP oscillation temperature Tosc. If this
were not the case then ALP oscillations would commence during radiation domination, and EMD would not have any
impact on dark matter physics and structure formation. Notably, Eq. (6) is independent of the ALP mass: EMD is an
efficient mechanism for preventing heavier ALPs from over-closing the universe without fine-tuning the misalignment
angle [10, 57]. Similarly, it achieves the correct relic abundance for weaker couplings than in the standard scenario.
In the next section we study the evolution of inhomogeneities in the ALP field and the corresponding cosmological
density and velocity perturbations.
III. GROWTH OF ALP PERTURBATIONS
In this section we trace the evolution of the ALP perturbations through EMD, reheating, and into standard
radiation domination. The initial ALP perturbations are small for our choice of initial conditions, so their growth
during these stages is well-described by linear perturbation theory. We determine the evolution of the background
densities, then find the Boltzmann equations and initial conditions describing the perturbations in the EMD field,
ALPs and radiation. We solve the Boltzmann system numerically and discuss the growth of perturbations of different
physical sizes. Finally, we use these results to construct approximate transfer functions, which will be employed in
the following section to characterize minicluster formation and distribution in the non-linear regime.
Our analysis closely follows that of Ref. [28] for WIMP-like DM with EMD, so it is useful to highlight some
differences from the WIMP case. First, since the ALP masses are low, if they are to account for the cold DM of
the universe, they cannot be produced during reheating in the decays of the massive particles responsible for EMD.
Second, ALPs only behave like matter after they begin to oscillate. This sets a characteristic minimum scale for
enhanced structure growth, and it modifies the Boltzmann equations compared to the WIMP scenario. Finally, the
ALP coupling to the SM is so weak that there are no annihilations or decays of the ALP during reheating [30].
A. Background
We model the background evolution of the universe as a three fluid system adapted from [28, 58]. This scenario
is described by the following evolution equations for the energy densities of the scalar field ρφ, the ALP ρa, and SM
6radiation ρr:
dρφ
dt
+ 3Hρφ = −Γφρφ (7a)
dρr
dt
+ 4Hρr = +Γφρφ (7b)
dρa
dt
+ 3Hρa = 0. (7c)
We will follow the conventions of Ref. [28] and set the scale factor and Hubble parameter at an initial time t0 to be
a(t0) = 1 and H(t0) = H1. We also define dimensionless variables
ρ˜i = ρi/ρcrit,0 (8)
Γ˜φ = Γφ/H1, (9)
where ρcrit,0 = 3M
2
PlH
2
1/(8pi). We work in these scaled units throughout and drop the tildes below for simplicity.
Physical quantities are ratios of scales and the dependence on H1 drops out.
Equations 7 are valid after the ALP starts to oscillate; before this era, the energy density must be obtained by
solving the field equation 3. We obtain the initial conditions for Eq. 7 by assuming that φ dominates the energy
density at early times, that the dominant component of radiation has been produced by φ decay alone (i.e. any
primordial contribution has been diluted away), and that the universe is flat. These assumptions give
ρr(t0) ≈ 2
5
Γφρφ(t0) (10)
ρa(t0) ≈ ρa(t0) (11)
ρφ(t0) + ρa(t0) + ρr(t0) ≈ 1, (12)
where the last condition can be solved for ρφ(t0) ≈ 1−O(Γφ). Since we are considering times well before the standard
matter-radiation equality, we have ρa(t0) ρφ,r(t0).
The background evolution, Eq. 7, can be solved in the early-time limit:
ρφ(t) ≈ ρφ(t0)a−3 (13a)
ρa(t) ≈ ρa(t0)a−3 (13b)
ρr(t) ≈ ρr(t0)a−3/2. (13c)
The ALP and φ redshift as matter, but the radiation density redshifts slower than the usual a−4 due to the φ decays.
These solutions are approximately valid until reheating when Γφ/H(aRH) ∼ 1, which occurs when
aRH ∼ Γ−2/3φ . (14)
Compared to Ref. [28], we assume in Eq. 7 that the DM component does not arise from decays of φ (f = BR(φ→
a a) = 0 in their notation). Instead, the ALP initial condition is set by requiring that we get the correct DM abundance
by the time of (standard) matter-radiation equality. A representative numerical solution of the system in Eq. 7 is
shown in Fig. 2. Before it commences oscillating the axion energy density behaves as a component of dark energy
and is constant. In this section we have presented the background evolution equations in terms of the time t. In all
sections after this we will use either the scale factor a, or conformal time τ as our time variables.
B. Perturbations and Initial Conditions
Density and velocity perturbations in the φ and radiation fluids are governed by the Einstein and stress-energy
conservation equations in the perturbed FRW space-time. The ALP fluid behaves as a cosmological constant before
oscillations commence and as matter afterwards. Even deep in the matter-like regime, however, the ALP is not
CDM-like at all scales. At small physical scales (large comoving wavevector k), the wave-like nature of the ALP
introduces an effective pressure (and a corresponding sound speed) for the ALP fluid, preventing clustering below a
characteristic scale, the Jeans wavenumber kJ , which is estimated below following Refs. [6, 59, 60]. We focus on times
after oscillations have begun and take into account these effects by integrating out the fast oscillations of the ALP,
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FIG. 2. Evolution of background densities for a cosmology with early matter domination. At early times, the energy budget
of the universe is dominated by a non-relativistic field φ, which eventually decays into radiation (at a = aRH ≈ 104), reheating
the universe. The DM of the universe consists of an axion-like particle with density ρa. This density is constant before the
ALP field commences oscillation at aosc ≈ 102. We study the growth of ALP perturbations in this background cosmology.
giving rise to effective fluid equations. The derivation of these equations, including the ALP sound speed, is discussed
in greater detail in Appendices A and B. Here we collect the results.
We work in the conformal Newtonian gauge and take the metric to be
ds2 = a2
[
(1 + 2Ψ)dτ2 − (1 + 2Φ)dx2] , (15)
where τ is the conformal time, x is the comoving coordinate, a is the scale factor, and Ψ and Φ are the metric
perturbations. We neglect neutrino anisotropic stress and set Φ = −Ψ; this is a good approximation for modes that
entered the horizon before T & MeV, since Weak interactions are still in equilibrium, so neutrinos behave as a perfect
fluid. The equation of motion for the linear ALP field perturbation a1 is [61]
a¨1 + 2Ha˙1 + (k2 +m2aa2)a1 − (Ψ˙− 3Φ˙)a˙0 + 2a2m2aΨa0 = 0, (16)
where the dots denote derivatives with respect to conformal time, H = aH is the comoving Hubble parameter and a0 is
the background solution of Eq. 3. The oscillation-averaged equations for the energy density and velocity perturbations
are obtained by constructing approximate solutions in the H/(maa) expansion as in Ref. [60].
We find the Fourier-space density δi and velocity divergence θi = i~k ·~vi perturbation equations for i = φ (the EMD
field), a (the ALP), and r (SM radiation) to be:
δ˙φ + θφ + 3Φ˙ = −aΓφΨ, (17a)
θ˙φ +Hθφ − k2Ψ = 0, (17b)
δ˙r +
4
3
θr + 4Φ˙ = aΓφ
ρφ
ρr
[δφ − δr + Ψ] , (17c)
θ˙r − 1
4
k2δr − k2Ψ = aΓφ ρφ
ρr
[
3
4
θφ − θr
]
, (17d)
δ˙a + θa + 3Φ˙ = −3c2nadHδa − 9c2nadH2θa/k2 (17e)
θ˙a +Hθa − k2Ψ = +3c2nadHθa + k2c2nadδa (17f)
k2Φ− 3H
[
HΨ− Φ˙
]
= 4piGa2 [ρφδφ + ρrδr + ρaδa] , (17g)
8where the non-adiabatic sound speed cnad is
c2nad =
k2
k2 + 4m2aa
2
. (18)
We take standard adiabatic initial conditions for all fluids. These are discussed in detail in App. A. Note that this
assumption for the ALP is not trivial. Under standard assumptions and high-scale inflation, quantum fluctuations of
the ALP will generate isocurvature initial conditions at large scales. Consistency with the CMB then implies either a
low scale of inflation or non-trivial inflationary dynamics, as discussed in Sec. II. For example, if the scale of inflation
is low, the isocurvature component in the ALP is tiny. The adiabatic component vanishes until the ALP begins to
oscillate. After oscillations begin, superhorizon modes of the ALP develop adiabatic perturbations, as we show in
Appendix B.
The system of equations (17) is nearly identical to those derived in Ref. [28] for the WIMP, except for the appearance
of the sound speed terms, the initial conditions, and the generation of the relic abundance through misalignment. As
a result, modes that enter the horizon after oscillations and for which the sound speed is not important evolve as
described in Ref. [28]. Likewise, the other fluids evolve as in Ref. [28].
Before numerically analyzing of Eq. (17), it is useful to study the behavior of the ALP density perturbations
analytically. First, let us focus on longer wavelength modes, which enter the horizon after the ALP begins to oscillate,
and for which sound speed effects can be neglected. The growing mode of perturbations that enter the horizon before
RH is
δa(a, k) = 2Φ0 +
2
3
(
k
H1
)2
aΦ0 (a < aRH, k > kRH), (19)
where Φ0 is the initial value of the gravitational potential (prior to reheating), and kRH is the comoving scale corre-
sponding to the comoving horizon at reheating:
kRH = H(aRH) ∼ a−1/2RH . (20)
This wavenumber can be expressed in physical variables [28]:
kRH
keq
=
kRH
aeqH(Teq)
≈ 5.9× 106
(
TRH
5 MeV
)(
g∗(TRH)
10.75
)1/6
, (21)
where we used aeq = 1/(1 + zeq), zeq = 3365 and Teq = 0.79 eV [62].
After RH, these modes continue to grow logarithmically; assuming horizon entry occurs well before instantaneous
reheating at a = aRH and matching solutions in the two regimes, one finds that for a > aRH
δa(a, k) =
2
3
(
k
kRH
)2
Φ0 ln
ea
aRH
(a > aRH, k > kRH). (22)
Here the prefactor ∝ (k/kRH)2 encodes the period of enhanced growth between horizon entry and reheating; since
H ∼ a−1/2 during EMD, linear growth corresponds to
aRH/ahor = (k/kRH)
2. (23)
Modes that enter the horizon after RH evolve as in ΛCDM; the solution is well-approximated by the fitting formula [63]
δ(a, k) =
10
9
AΦ0 ln
(
Ba
ahor
)
(a > aRH, k < kRH) (24)
after horizon entry (a  ahor), with A ≈ 9.11 and B ≈ 0.594; the prefactor 10/9 accounts for the transition from
EMD to RD.
How much growth can an axion perturbation undergo during EMD? Linear growth in the scale factor corresponds
to δa(TRH)/δa(Tosc) ∼ (kosc/kRH)2 (see Eq. 22), where kosc is the comoving horizon size when oscillations begin:
kosc = maaosc. (25)
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FIG. 3. The ratio of scale factors at the onset of ALP oscillation and at reheating aosc/aRH, corresponding to the maximum
possible enhancement in the growth of the dark matter perturbation δa, for reheating temperatures TRH = 10 and 100 MeV.
Therefore (
kosc
kRH
)2
=
aRH
aosc
≈
(
ma
H(TRH)
)2/3
∼ 106
( ma
10−5 eV
)2/3(5 MeV
TRH
)4/3(
10.75
g∗(TRH)
)1/3
. (26)
Note also that during RD the temperature falls as T ∝ a−1, but during EMD, entropy release from the φ decay causes
the temperature to fall as a smaller power, T ∝ a−3/8 [64]. The fact that axion miniclusters are produced in an EMD
cosmology relies both on this fact and on the linear growth of perturbations during EMD.
The only modes that could possibly grow by the amount (26) must already be inside the horizon at Tosc, as well as
being non-relativistic and below the Jeans scale (discussed below). This is an estimate that represents the maximum
theoretically possible growth of a mode during EMD. We show this result in Fig. 3 for TRH = 10 and 100 MeV. We
see that we can indeed achieve a duration of matter domination with aRH ∼ O(104) after ALP oscillation (taking
aosc = 1), but that this requires ma & 10−6 eV and a low reheating temperature. For low masses, the enhancement
is quite small, since the ALP starts to oscillate later and so does not benefit as much from EMD.
The previous discussion neglected the effective ALP pressure. This approximation turns out to be excellent for
modes that enter the horizon well after oscillation and well before reheating, which will be the most important for the
formation of miniclusters. To see this, and to understand the effect of the sound speed on other modes, we combine
Eqs. (17e) and (17f) into a single second-order equation. The exact result is complicated, but if we take H ∼ k  ma
(i.e. cnad  1) then it can be expanded in these small quantities, with the result
δ¨a +Hδ˙a + c2nadk2δa = −k2Ψ− 3HΦ˙− 3Φ¨. (27)
This equation was also obtained in Ref. [6]. It is clear that the sound speed term competes with the gravitational
driving term, and it prevents growth of the perturbations with k greater than some Jeans scale kJ , which we estimate
as follows. First we analyze the EMD era, where the gravitational potential is dominated by φ and is constant in time.
When the ALP oscillations begin, the ALP density contrast is δa ≈ 2Φ0 (see Sec. III B and App. A). The sound speed
term prevents growth until it becomes comparable to the gravitational source term k2Ψ = −k2Φ, which occurs when
k < maa. Thus during EMD, kJ ∼ maa ≡ kCompt.2 Moreover, modes that enter the horizon during EMD but well
after oscillations satisfy k  aoscma  ama ∼ kJ . On the other hand, since kJ ∼ kCompt, modes with k > kJ during
2 Note that this is a different scaling with scale factor and ALP mass than found in, e.g., Ref. [6, 37, 59, 65], due to the fact that the
gravitational potential is dominated by the EMD field φ, rather than the ALP itself.
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FIG. 4. (Left) Comoving wavevectors ki of representative ALP perturbations (solid lines) compared to the evolution of comoving
Hubble distance H (short dashed gray), ALP mass ma (dashed red), and the Jeans scale kJ (dot-dashed black). Each mode
begins evolving when k ≈ H and its subsequent behavior depends on its size relative to the other scales at a given time. The
φ decay rate is such that reheating happens at aRH ≈ 104 and the ALP mass is chosen such that kosc/kRH = 10, i.e. ALP
oscillations begin before reheating. k1 enters the horizon after reheating and evolves as in the standard cosmology; k2 enters
at reheating and corresponds to physical scales much larger than the ALP Jeans scale; k3 and k4 enter deep during the EMD;
k3 (k4) is physically larger (smaller) than the Jeans scale. (Right) Evolution of modes with different wavevectors k (same as
in the left panel) as a function of the scale factor (solid lines) compared to the CDM case (dotted lines), corresponding to
kosc/kRH →∞ or, equivalently, large ma. The growth of modes with k > kJ ∼ kosc is suppressed by the effective ALP pressure,
while those with k < kJ are identical to the CDM case. Modes that enter the horizon before RH experience enhanced growth
due to EMD.
EMD are not well-described using the oscillation-averaged equations used here. It is still true, however, that during
this period the density perturbation does not grow beyond the CDM adiabatic initial condition 2Φ0, as illustrated in
the right panel of Fig. 4.
After reheating, the gravitational potential rapidly decays and oscillates, averaging to zero over cosmological time
scales for k  H. In this limit, the source terms on the RHS of Eq. 27 can be dropped, leading to an approximate
solution
δa ∼ sin
(
k2
2ma
√
aRH
ln
a
aRH
)
. (28)
The perturbation grows logarithmically as for a CDM fluid when the argument of the sine is small, and begins to
oscillate (with a constant frequency in ln a) when k2 ∼ 2ma√aRH/ ln(a/aRH). Combining the EMD and RD regimes
we find that the Jeans scale (expressed in physical units) is
kJ =
maa (a ≤ aRH)aRH√2maH(aRH)√
ln(a/aRH)
(a > aRH).
(29)
C. Numerical Solutions
In this section we solve the full linearized system of equations described above numerically and study the growth
of ALP perturbations. We interpret the evolution of perturbations with different k in terms of their relation to the
key physical scales:
• the horizon size H
• the Compton scale kCompt = maa
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FIG. 5. Growth of ALP perturbations δa with different comoving wavenumbers. The left panel shows the evolution of δa
(normalized to its initial value) in the plane of a/aRH and k/kRH. Important comoving scales are indicated by lines (in analogy
to Fig. 4): the comoving Hubble horizon H (solid black), the comoving Compton scale maa (teal dashed) and the Jeans scale
(red dot-dashed). The right panel shows the amplitude of ALP perturbations well after reheating (at a ∼ 103aRH) with and
without the ALP sound-speed effects, solid and dashed lines respectively. Key scales are shown by vertical dashed gray lines. In
both panels, the ALP mass is chosen such that kosc/kRH = 10. The growth of modes with k & kJ ∼ kosc is suppressed because
of the effective ALP pressure. These modes also enter the horizon prior to ALP oscillations, when the ALP field still behaves
like a cosmological constant. Modes with k/kRH . 1 enter after reheating and therefore evolve as in standard cosmology.
• the horizon size at RH, kRH, defined in Eq. 20
• the horizon size when ALP oscillations begin, kosc, defined in Eq. 25
• the Jeans scale, kJ , defined in Eq. 29, which encodes the effects of the ALP effective pressure.
In Fig. 4 we illustrate the evolution for several values of k; the left panel shows the relation of these wavenumbers
to the key scales above. The right panel shows the time evolution of the corresponding perturbations. The mode
k1 < kRH enters during RD, and is always smaller than the Jeans and Compton scales, so its evolution is CDM-like
with no enhancement from EMD or suppression from the ALP effective pressure.3
The mode k2 = kRH entered at reheating, while the Jeans scale is unimportant, so it evolves as a CDM perturbation.
The mode k3 > kRH enters during EMD, while quasi-relativistic, and it is slightly sensitive to the Jeans scale at the
start of its evolution. This can be seen in the right-hand plot in the small suppression in the growth of the k3 mode
relative to the same mode in the CDM case as they both enter the horizon. Finally, the mode k4 enters the horizon
while relativistic. After it becomes non-relativistic however (a = 5000), we see that its amplitude is suppressed and
it undergoes rapid oscillations driven by gravity and ALP effective pressure. We note that ALP oscillation-averaged
equations (Eqs. 17) are not adequate in this case before the onset of oscillations; we therefore solve for its early
evolution using the field equation 16. Its late-time evolution matches onto the solutions of the oscillation-averaged
equations with adiabatic initial conditions discussed above. We therefore only use these equations in the remainder
of this work.
The previous discussion can be used to understand Fig. 5, which shows the evolution of a wide range of k modes in
the left panel; the right panel illustrates the suppression of growth due to the effective pressure well after reheating
at a = 103aRH. The most important features are evident in the left panel: modes that enter the horizon benefit from
EMD, while those with k  kJ ∼ kosc are suppressed. The magnitude of the suppression is scale and somewhat
time-dependent (due to the scale factor dependence of kJ – see Eq. 29). In the following sub-section we combine
these numerical solutions with late-time growth of perturbations during standard radiation and matter perturbation.
The goal is to evaluate the ALP perturbation power spectrum and smoothed density variance at various redshifts. In
order to simplify these considerations we will model the small-scale suppression of power as a sharp cutoff at k = kosc.
3 There is a brief kick of non-logarithmic growth as modes cross the horizon due to gravitational driving [63]. This is particularly clear
for the k1 mode and it is unrelated to the period of EMD.
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D. Growth and Transfer Function
The minicluster abundance depends on the evolution of ALP perturbations towards collapse. For our choice of
adiabatic initial conditions this happens at or after the standard matter-radiation equality. In order to match onto
this “standard” growth period we modify the semi-analytic prescription of Ref. [28] to account for ALP mass effects.
The quantity of interest is the time-dependent fluctuation variance smoothed over comoving length scales R
σ2(a,R) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
〈δa(a, k)2〉W (kR)2
=
1
2pi2
∫
dkk2W (kR)2|TD(a, k)|2P (k) . (30)
The averaging is achieved through the use of a window function W (kR), which we take to be a spherical top-hat in
real space. In the second line we wrote the time-dependent ALP perturbation as
δa(a, k) ≈ 2k
2
5ΩmH20
TD(a, k)R(k) (a > aeq), (31)
whereR is the primordial scalar curvature fluctuation amplitude that determines the initial conditions for the evolution
of δa; this equation defines TD(a, k), the scale-dependent growth function which we discuss in more detail below. The
primordial matter power spectrum P (k) is related to the power spectrum of R by
P (k) =
(
2k2
5ΩmH20
)2
PR(k), (32)
where
PR(k) =
2pi2
k3
As
(
k
k0
)ns−1
, (33)
is set by inflation, with k0 = 0.05 Mpc
−1 and Planck best-fit values of ln(1010As) = 3.044±0.014 and ns = 0.965±0.004
[54]. We note that the scales we are interested are far smaller than those probed by the CMB; thus the assumption
of a power-law spectrum with a constant ns amounts to a significant extrapolation. While the uncertainties in the ns
measurement do not qualitatively affect the results below, we emphasize that the k  k0 part of the matter power
spectrum we are studying has not been measured directly.
The scale-dependent growth function TD(a, k) contains both the dynamics of the Boltzmann equations solved in
the previous section and the post-reheating growth of ALP overdensities. For cosmologies without baryons or the
cosmological constant, TD factorizes as TD(a, k) = T (k)D(a), where T and D are the standard transfer and growth
functions, respectively. The normalization factors in Eq. (31) are chosen such that T (k) ≈ 1 for modes that entered
the horizon after matter-radiation equality and D(a) ≈ a deep in the matter domination era. The factor of k2 in
Eq. (31) combines with D(a) = a to become k2a = a/ahor, representing linear growth during the most recent era of
matter domination. The transitions from EMD to RD at TRH, and from RD to MD at Teq introduce two characteristic
scales keq and kRH into the transfer function. Schematically, T behaves as
T (k) ∼

1 k < keq
(k/keq)
−2 ln(k/keq) kRH ≥ k ≥ keq
(kRH/keq)
−2 kosc > k > kRH
0 k > kosc
, (34)
The first line reflects the fact that modes with k < keq enter the horizon after matter-radiation equality and their
growth is entirely captured by D(a). The second line applies to modes that enter the horizon during radiation
domination (after reheating and before MRE); for these modes, the transfer function measures the deviation from
linear growth. The factor of (k/keq)
−2 removes this linear growth from k2D and the factor of ln(k/keq) restores
the standard logarithmic growth during RD. The transfer function plateaus for modes that enter the horizon before
reheating, simply removing linear growth between reheating and equality, but preserving it at higher scales. Finally,
modes that enter before oscillations begin, are suppressed due to the ALP effective pressure (note that this sharp
cut-off is only a rough approximation – the actual fall-off is k and a-dependent).
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FIG. 6. The dimensionless effective primordial curvature power-spectrum k3P effR (k)/(2pi
2) that encodes EMD structure growth
at small scales. The grey band corresponds to the power spectrum in the standard cosmology as in Eq. 33. The solid blue
lines correspond to TRH = 5 MeV, ma = 10
−9 eV (upper) and TRH = 100 MeV, ma = 10−8 eV (lower). The sharp cut-offs
at small scales in the small ma cases approximate the suppression of power for modes with k > kJ ∼ kosc due to the effective
ALP sound speed. This suppression is absent in the CDM case (dashed lines), corresponding to ma →∞.
In a universe with a non-negligible baryon abundance and a late-time period of dark energy domination, TD does
not factorize. The former ensures that the growth of modes below the baryonic Jeans scale is slower (since baryons
are pressure-supported on these scales), while the latter affects the late-time evolution of structure. In both cases the
growth rate becomes scale-dependent as can be seen by solving the Meszaros equation [28]. However, the approximate
scaling relations in Eq. (34) can still be used to qualitatively understand our results. The transfer function can also
be altered through the presence of a non-zero velocity dispersion for dark matter, which washes out structure at low
masses. ALPs produced through the misalignment mechanism have a momentum dispersion which is of order the
Hubble scale at the time of oscillation, which is negligible [23].
In order to facilitate the exploration of parameter space, we follow Ref. [28] in defining a semi-analytic approximation
to δa(a, k) that allows us to propagate our results into standard matter domination. The linearity of the Boltzmann
equations and decoupling of different k-modes allows us to approximate the full scale-dependent growth function as
TD(a, k) = TDΛCDM(a, k)R(k), (35)
where
R(k) =
δa(a, k)
δ
(ΛCDM)
a (a, k)
∼

1 k < kRH
(k/kRH)
2
ln(k2/k2RH)
kosc ≥ k ≥ kRH
0 k > kosc
. (36)
The growth of perturbations after equality cancels in the ratio such that R does not depend on a. This parametrization
is useful because R(k) encodes the effects of EMD and the ALP mass relative to ΛCDM, while TDΛCDM(a, k) can
be computed using a standard Boltzmann code [66, 67] or using well-known fitting formulae [63]. The precise form
of R(k) and the computation of TDΛCDM are described in Appendix C. The scalings in Eq. (36) follow from the
approximate solutions in Eqs. (22). Since TDΛCDM ∼ 1/k2 at k  keq and R ∼ k2 for modes that entered during
EMD, we see that the rescaling by R results in the “flattening” of the transfer function as indicated in the third line
of Eq. (34).4
We can capture the EMD-enhanced growth in terms of an effective primordial power spectrum P effR (k) = PR(k)×
R(k)2 that can be used as input to N -body simulations. This effective power spectrum is shown in Fig. 6 as a function
4 To qualitatively summarize the slightly ridiculous parametrization δ ∼ k2TDΛCDMR: k2D puts in linear growth for all modes for all
times, TDΛCDM removes all linear growth prior to matter-radiation equality for modes entering during this time, and R restores it
again between ALP oscillations and reheating for modes entering during this time, while setting to zero modes that enter the horizon
before oscillations begin.
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FIG. 7. The density fluctuation standard deviation for a standard cosmology (dotted lines) and EMD cosmology with reheating
at TRH = 5 MeV with ma = 10
−9 eV and ma →∞ (solid and dashed lines, respectively). For each model, the lower and upper
lines correspond to z = 1000 and z = 100.
of k/keq. The grey band is for the standard cosmology as in Eq. 32. The blue lines correspond to our scenario for two
different choices of TRH = 5 and 100 MeV. Modes with k < kRH enter the horizon after reheating and evolve as in the
standard cosmology. The wavenumbers of those modes can be estimated using Eq. 21. For modes kosc ≥ k ≥ kRH the
power spectrum grows as k3+ns as in Eq. 36. At large k power is cut off by the Jeans scale. The dashed blues lines
correspond to the heavy limit ma → ∞, for which there is no Jeans scale cutoff, and the solid blue lines correspond
to ma = 10
−9 eV and 10−8 eV.
In Fig. 7 we show the density standard deviation σ for TRH = 5 MeV, different choices of ma and two different times,
z = 1000 and z = 100, illustrating the linear growth of density perturbations during standard matter domination. Its
value in the standard cosmology is indicated by the dotted gray lines. In this case there is no enhancement at large
k, corresponding to small M . The dashed lines show the small-scale enhancement in models with a large ALP mass
where the effective pressure is not important. In this regime,
σ ∝ 1
1 + z
M−2/3k−2RH ∝
1
1 + z
M−2/3T−2RH (37)
In contrast, if ma is small, the effective pressure introduces a small scale cut-off in the EMD mode “amplification”,
leading to a flattening of σ at small M . Larger TRH reduce the largest mass scales that benefit from increased growth
during EMD. In the following section, we use these results to estimate minihalo size, density and distribution.
IV. MINICLUSTER ABUNDANCE
Early matter domination leads to enhanced structure growth for scales that entered the horizon before reheating.
Given the bound on TRH & 5 MeV, the maximum mass of fluctuations that benefit from this enhancement simply
corresponds to the matter mass enclosed by the horizon when T = TRH:
MRH = 250M⊕
(
5 MeV
TRH
)3(
10.75
g∗(TRH)
)1/2
. (38)
Perturbations with M > MRH evolve as in standard cosmology, while those with M < MRH experience enhanced
growth. However, perturbations in the ALP fluid only begin to grow like matter after the oscillations have begun, so
there is also a minimum mass of fluctuations, corresponding to the mass inside the horizon at the start of oscillations,
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FIG. 8. The typical mass M∗ (in units of the Earth mass) of minihalos forming at z, defined by σ(M∗, z) = δc. Results are
shown as a function of redshift at fixed reheat temperature TRH = 5 MeV for different ALP masses (left panel) and for fixed
redshift z = 250 as a function of the ALP mass for different TRH (right panel). We expect that minihalos forming before this
redshift will survive tidal disruption through encounters with stars in the galaxy – see Sec. V A. In the right panel the curves
remain flat for higher values of ma.
even in standard cosmology without EMD:
Mosc ≈ 2.7× 10−11MΩa
(
10−5 eV
ma
)(
5 MeV
TRH
)
, (39)
where we used Eqs. (26) and (21) and Ωa is given in Eq. (6). It is these objects that are usually called miniclusters,
especially in models with post-inflationary PQ breaking where they collapse very early. The purpose of this section is
to show that these smallest miniclusters are assembled into larger clumps, since EMD enhances the growth of density
fluctuations over a range of scales.5
We estimate the statistics of collapsed ALP DM objects as a function of size and redshift using the Press-Schechter
(PS) [70, 71] with the results from linear theory discussed in the previous sections. We wish to estimate the mass
spectrum of miniclusters, their sizes and densities, and their assembly history.
A. Halo Function
The central assumption of PS is that the fraction of mass in structures of size ∼ R is equal to the probability
that the smoothed density contrast δR exceeds a threshold δc. The critical density contrast δc can be estimated from
spherical collapse, with the result that overdensities with δR = δc = 1.686 (as derived in linear perturbation theory)
should have collapsed; this number is insensitive to the precise cosmological model, i.e. variations in ΩΛ and Ωm, as
long as the collapse occurs during matter domination [72]. Using this prescription, the fraction f of matter in objects
of mass in the range [M,M + dM ] at redshift z is
df(M, z) =
√
2
pi
δc
Mσ
∣∣∣∣ d lnσd lnM
∣∣∣∣ exp(− δ2c2σ2
)
dM. (40)
5 Coincidentally, in the standard ΛCDM scenario where the dark matter is a thermal relic whose density is set through freeze-out, the
smallest gravitationally bound structures are also approximately Earth-mass microhalos [68]. The formation of these structures is
determined by the time of kinetic decoupling from the Standard Model thermal bath. This occurs when the temperature has dropped a
further factor of 10-1000 after freeze-out [69]. For a 100 GeV WIMP this corresponds to a temperature of order 10− 100 MeV, similar
to TRH in our scenario.
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The halo function is the number density of collapsed objects in this mass range:
n(M, z) =
ρ
M
df
dM
. (41)
It is useful to define a characteristic mass M∗(z),
σ(M∗, z) = δc. (42)
At a given redshift z, M∗ gives the mass of the typical structures that collapse at this time. The fact that M∗ is a
monotonically increasing function of redshift suggests that structures are formed hierarchically in this model. Using
Eq. (30) we see that σ ∼M−(ns+3)/6 for M < MRH. Therefore we can approximately solve for M∗(z):
M∗(z) ≈MRH
(
c
1 + z
)6/(ns+3)
(43)
where c ∼ 2.4 − 2.8 for TRH ∼ [5, 100] MeV is a slowly varying function of TRH. This scaling is valid for z & 20 and
ma → ∞. In Fig. 8 we show the numerical solution for M∗ as a function of the collapse redshift in the left panel
and the ALP mass in the right panel for several choices of the reheating temperature. In the limit of a “heavy”
ALP we find a result similar to that of Ref. [28] for CDM. For small ALP masses, however, there is a noticeable
suppression of minicluster formation. As explained in Sec. III C, this is due to the delayed onset of oscillations of the
ALP, which reduces the amount of EMD linear growth experienced by the perturbations. Since this linear growth
factor is ∼ Tosc/TRH, the “cutoff” occurs at larger ma for larger reheat temperatures, as is evident in the right panel
of Fig. 8. The minimum ma needed to form minihalos at z for a given TRH may be estimated by requiring the total
amount of growth between oscillations and z to be of order 105,
105 ≈
(
kosc
kRH
)2
log
(
TRH
Teq
)(
1 + zeq
1 + z
)
. (44)
where the first factor is given by Eq. (26). For thermal DM, an analogous cutoff in the power on small scales occurs
in the presence of non-zero DM velocities and the resulting free-streaming [28]. The choice of z = 250 in the right
panel is motivated in Sec. V A: minihalos forming later than this are expected to undergo significant tidal disruption
in stellar encounters.
The Press-Schechter formalism is based on the assumption of spherical collapse, and when compared with the
results of numerical simulations overpredicts the amount of structure at the smallest scales and underpredicts the
amount at larger scales [73]. Better agreement with simulations in ΛCDM can be achieved using formalisms such
as Sheth-Tormen [74, 75] which allow for ellipsoidal collapse. It would be interesting to study the implications of
ellipsoidal collapse for ALP miniclusters in future work.
In Fig. 9 we show the fractional minicluster abundance at a redshift of z = 250 as function of the minicluster mass
M and TRH. For finite ALP masses and at larger TRH, there is less time during EMD for perturbations to grow, and
the abundance peaks at smaller M . If the ALP is too light and TRH too high, oscillations begin after EMD ends, and
the minicluster abundance is suppressed on all scales.
The formation of QCD axion miniclusters in the standard cosmological scenario with post-inflationary PQ breaking
has been the topic of recent numerical simulation [44, 45]. Ref. [44] finds that the differential minicluster mass function
peaks at 10−14M with a long tail to very small masses of around 10−17M and a shorter tail to heavier miniclusters
up to 10−12M, measured at matter-radiation equality. The characteristic size of the QCD axion miniclusters in
Ref. [45] is slightly larger at 10−12M. Both of these studies find that the average overdensities in miniclusters are
smaller than estimated in Refs. [33–35]. Analytic studies also based on the Press-Schechter formalism find results
which are similar [36] or somewhat heavier [37, 48]. In contrast, we find that ALP miniclusters which benefit from a
period of EMD are heavier than these, with masses 10−(6−10)M depending on the ALP mass, as in Fig. 9.
B. Minicluster Density and Size
Collapse and decoupling from Hubble flow occur when δ = δc ∼ 1. If a minicluster collapses at redshift zc during
standard matter domination, the density of the final virialized object can be estimated using the spherical collapse
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FIG. 9. Fractional minicluster mass distribution df/d lnM at z = 250 as a function of minicluster mass M and reheating
temperature TRH for ma → ∞ (left panel), ma = 10−9 eV (middle panel) and ma = 10−10 eV (right panel). Minicluster
formation is suppressed for large TRH and small ALP masses. In each panel the gray dashed line shows the approximate value
of M∗ (from Eq. 43), the mass of a typical minicluster forming at this redshift in the CDM (ma →∞) limit. The dot-dashed
red line shows Mosc, the DM mass within the horizon at the start of oscillations. Minihalos forming after z = 250 are expected
to undergo significant tidal disruption in encounters with stars – see the discussion in Sec. V A.
model (see, e.g., Ref. [72]):
ρ(zc) ≈ 178ρ¯(zc) ≈ 3500 GeV/cm3
(
1 + zc
250
)3
. (45)
This allows us to calculate a characteristic radius R∗ of a minicluster with mass M∗(z),
R∗(zc) =
(
3M∗(zc)
4piρ(zc)
)1/3
(46)
∼ 10−3 pc
(
5 MeV
TRH
)(
250
1 + zc
)(5+ns)/(3+ns)
, (47)
where the second line was estimated using Eqs. (43) and (45). R∗ is shown in Fig. 10 as function of the redshift of
collapse for different ALP masses.
Note that unlike Ref. [24], these calculations include the growth of ALP perturbations during standard matter
domination after MRE. As a result, we find that the miniclusters are hierarchically assembled into much more massive
minihalos at later redshifts.
In the following section we discuss the implication of ALP DM clustering in the EMD cosmology on direct and
indirect probes.
V. ANALYSIS
Early matter domination enhances the growth of structure of ALP DM over a range of scales. As a result the
DM distribution is clumpy, and the minihalo spectrum reflects fundamental properties of the ALPs and cosmology
(the ALP mass and reheating temperature), as well as the tidal encounter history. Larger minihalos are assembled
from smaller ones, but tidal disruption of the larger halos can “free” some of the component sub-halos. Because the
EMD-enhanced scales collapse early, all of DM is expected to be in minihalos by the time of galaxy formation. This
observation has important implications for direct and indirect searches for ALP DM. First, the clumpiness of DM
typically decreases the encounter rate of DM objects with laboratories on Earth, reducing the probability of a signal.
On the other hand, if we are lucky and such an encounter occurs, the signal is much stronger, since the minihalo
density is much larger than the average local DM density. The DM substructure also opens up a range of other probes,
e.g., through pulsar timing or through gravitational lensing, as we discuss below.
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FIG. 10. The radius of a minicluster of mass M∗ for TRH = 5 MeV and various ALP masses. Color coding is the same as in
the left panel of Fig. 8.
A. Minicluster Survival
Hierarchical structure formation assembled miniclusters into larger and larger objects. Both the early-time assembly
and late-time encounters with other minihalos and dense baryonic objects (such as stars in the galactic disk) can disrupt
miniclusters. The precise nature of the substructure in our vicinity must be modeled numerically, but we can get a
sense of which objects survive using simple estimates, following Refs. [38, 76]. Evolution of DM substructure has been
extensively studied in the context of CDM and axion-like particles. Reviews of these subjects include Refs. [39, 77].
a. Disruption by other miniclusters Whether the EMD-enhanced minihalos at a given redshift themselves have
substructure depends on the precise form of the power spectrum, as well as the age of the clumps. If the power-
spectrum features an isolated peak (which is the case if kosc ∼ kRH), then numerical simulations of Ref. [78] indicate
that the minihalos lack structure as one would naively expect; these objects then evolve in isolation until they are
assembled into galaxies. In the other limit kRH  kosc, a wide range of scales is enhanced by EMD, and clumps
are formed from smaller clumps. Such an initial power spectrum was also studied in Ref. [78, 79], and their results
suggest that minihalos retain their substructure for at least a factor of ∼ 10 in redshift after formation. In both cases,
the analytical arguments of Ref. [80] imply that tidal heating and stripping through minihalo-minihalo encounters is
a subdominant effect to stellar and galactic disk encounters. We therefore neglect this effect in what follows, but note
that a definitive confirmation of this approximation would require an extremely high-resolution simulation over ∼ 10
Gyr timescales.
Minihalo-minihalo encounters at early times are, however, important for determining the internal density profile
ρ(r) of clumps. Refs. [78, 79] found that ρ(r) depends on whether the minihalos evolved in isolation (corresponding to
the power-spectrum spike mentioned above) or continually accrete other clumps (corresponding to a scale-invariant
enhancement). The latter case is analogous to standard hierarchical structure formation in CDM (albeit at much
smaller scales) and results in a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) density profile:
ρ(r) =
4ρs
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (48)
where rs is the scale radius and ρs = ρ(rs) is the scale density. The scale quantities, including Ms (the mass interior
to rs), can be related to R∗ and M∗ used previously, and to virial quantities at any redshift. For reference, we
catalog these relationships in App. E. The spiked initial power spectrum leads to a steeper inner slope, ρ(r) ∝ r−3/2
for r < rs. The EMD effective power spectrum in Fig. 6 is likely to result in minihalos with density profiles that
interpolate between these two limits. In what follows, we take the minihalos to have the NFW profile in Eq. 48. This
assumption is conservative for the gravitational probes we consider in Sec. V C, since a shallower inner slope leads to
more diffuse structures, thus weakening observational prospects.
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b. Disruption in stellar encounters If a minicluster survives structure formation, it still might be disrupted within
the galaxy. Compared to CDM minihalos, the EMD-enhanced substructures form earlier, resulting in denser, more
compact objects, which have a higher probability of surviving tidal stripping. We estimate the disruption probability
following Refs. [38, 76]. An encounter with a star transfers energy to the sub-components of the minicluster, effectively
heating them and decreasing their binding energy. Collisions with an impact parameter b < bc transfer enough energy
to completely unbind the minicluster, where bc is the critical impact parameter [38, 76],
b2c ∼
Gmsrvir
vrelvvir
. (49)
Here ms is the typical stellar mass, vrel is the relative velocity of the star and minicluster, and rvir and vvir =√
GMvir/rvir are the virial radius and velocity of the minicluster – these quantities can be related to the NFW scale
parameters as described in App. E. Collisions with b > bc transfer less energy but are more likely. Integrating over
the entire range of impact parameters yields the approximate probability of disruption in a single traversal of the
disk of p = 2pib2cS, where S is the orbit-averaged column mass density of stars along the minicluster orbit. A typical
minicluster has experienced ncross ∼ 100 crossings in the age of the Milky Way, leading to a total disruption probability
of [38, 76]
p =
2pincrossGrvirS
vrelvvir
(50)
≈
(ncross
100
)( 250
1 + zc
)3/2
. (51)
Here it is assumed that vrel = 10
−3, the disc has a constant stellar density, and the distribution of minicluster orbits
is isotropic, leading to S ≈ 140M/pc2 [38]. Note that since this is an estimate for the disruption probability of an
individual clump, it only depends on its density, and it is not sensitive to other model details such as ma and TRH which
determine the abundances of clumps of various sizes. Ref. [81] has improved on these approximations by carefully
modeling the disc and considering interactions with halo and bulge stars. However, the total disruption probability
remains numerically the same. Therefore we see that miniclusters that have formed after z ∼ 250 are expected to have
been disrupted. Conversely, less than 2% of halos that formed around MRE have been disrupted. These numbers
should be considered as guidelines rather than hard boundaries for the destruction or survival of substructure. We
note that high-resolution simulations of subhalos indicate that even if tidal encounters transfer energy far in excess
of the subhalo binding energy, the subhalo is never completely disrupted, even for CDM subhalos [80, 82]. This is
because the energy injected is not efficiently redistributed among minihalo particles and therefore it is not directly
correlated with minihalo survival. Moreover, EMD-enhanced clumps are more compact and have an even larger chance
of withstanding such encounters. Thus, the above estimate is most likely conservative and a more realistic calculation
of the DM substructure distribution today requires a simulation.
Encounters with baryonic objects can also alter the density profiles of minihalos, recently studied with N -body
simulation in Ref. [83]. These events have a dramatic effect on the minihalo density profiles at r > rs, efficiently
stripping away the outer minihalos, and resulting in a much steeper falloff for r > rs. The inner core r < rs remains
NFW-like (ρ ∝ 1/r), with scale radius and density modified by O(1) in the encounter. The gravitational probes we
consider in Sec. V C are mainly sensitive to the “core” mass Ms, so this modification of the density profile does not
qualitatively affect our results in the following sections, and we continue to use the NFW profile for simplicity.
B. Direct Detection
Dark matter substructure has important implications for direct searches for ALPs. Direct detection experiments
in terrestrial laboratories will detect ALPs only when Earth encounters a clump or its remnant. If the clumps remain
intact, the typical time between such encounters, τenc, is
τenc =
1
nσvrel
, (52)
where, assuming all of DM is in minihalos of similar mass and size, n = ρdm/M∗ is the local clump number density,
σ ∼ piR2∗ is their geometric cross-section and vrel velocity relative to Earth. Since σ ∝ M (5+ns)/3, the time between
encounters is smaller for heavier miniclusters. This is a consequence of the fact that the heavier miniclusters are less
dense (due to their later formation), leading to a cross-section that grows faster than the constant density expectation
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FIG. 11. Time between Earth-minihalo encounters assuming all of DM is inside minihalos of a single mass that survive tidal
disruption until today. In the left panel we fix ma & 10−6 eV so that the small-scale cut-off due to the ALP effective pressure is
irrelevant; in right panel we take TRH = 5 MeV and vary the ALP mass. Early matter domination produces minihalos at high
redshift, leading to dense and therefore compact minihalos with a small geometric cross-section, increasing the time between
encounters for M < MRH, despite their increasing number density. Smaller ALP masses suppress growth of small scales,
leading to the formation of more diffuse objects with larger cross-sections and encounter rates. Gray dotted lines correspond to
encounter rates for ΛCDM minihalos. Above the thin gray dashed line, tidal disruption of minihalos due to stellar encounters
is expected to be unimportant.
∝M2/3; this effect compensates for the decreasing number density of heavier miniclusters at fixed local DM density
ρdm. As we showed previously, in cosmologies with EMD, the smallest bound objects are assembled into larger
miniclusters. Further evolution may disrupt these, so their final mass and size distribution depends on the merger
history of the Milky Way halo and interactions with the disk. With this caveat in mind, we show the time between
Earth-minihalo encounters in Fig. 11. The left panel corresponds to the CDM case with various values of TRH, where
ALP effective pressure effects are not important. Note that regime is reached already for ma & 10−6 eV for scales of
interest. In the right panel we fix TRH = 5 MeV and show the effect of decreasing ma, which suppresses the growth of
structure at small scales, delaying collapse and leading to clumps that are more diffuse at a given mass. Their larger
size leads to larger cross-sections and therefore higher encounter rates compared to the ma → ∞ case. We see that
in the absence of disruption, the expected encounter rates in EMD cosmologies with low TRH are unfortunately too
low to be interesting for direct detection experiments. However, tidal disruption through interactions with the disk
or other clumps can lead to a population of DM streams, which occupy a more significant fraction of the local volume
at the price of reducing the density enhancement compared to a bound clump [38, 84]. In Fig. 11, the region of
parameter space below the thin dashed line is where tidal disruption due to interactions with stars may be important
(as obtained from Eq. 51). We see that the typical encounter rates expected in models with EMD-enhanced DM
substructure are too low to be of interest for direct detection experiments, unless disruption through tidal encounters
with other clumps or stars is important.
C. Lensing and Pulsar Timing
The DM clumps formed after EMD are much denser than minihalos in ΛCDM, but are far from compact. The
size of these miniclusters is much larger than the typical Einstein radii of stellar and supernova gravitational lens
systems [43]. As result, these objects do not lead to signals in microlensing searches such as Refs. [85–87]. However,
new techniques to search for more diffuse objects have recently been proposed in Refs. [41–43]. We estimate the
sensitivity of photometric microlensing [42] and pulsar timing [43] to axion minihalos produced from EMD below (the
astrometry proposal of Ref. [41] is sensitive to heavier sub-halos that cannot arise from EMD).
Photometric monitoring of individual stars behind galaxy cluster lenses can be used to observe the imprints of
substructure on microlensing light-curves [42]. The stars of interest are those which are very near to a cluster lens
caustic; these stars are therefore highly magnified. If such a star then undergoes a microlensing event due to compact
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objects inside the cluster (stars or black holes), their brightness becomes variable on the time scale of the observation
and the individual star can be studied [88]. The lensed stars can experience magnifications of up to µ ∼ 103−4 under
these circumstances. The proximity to the caustic and the resulting large amplification means that the magnification
matrix is nearly singular – its determinant is tuned close to zero at the level of µ−1. This tuning means that the
brightness of the observed star is sensitive to surface density fluctuations in the cluster lens at that level. Thus, the
presence of DM clumps within the cluster can then lead to O(1) brightness fluctuations if they produce surface density
fluctuations of O(µ−1) on the relevant time and length scales [42]. This phenomenon has recently been observed for
a small number of stars [89, 90] using the Hubble Space Telescope. Those initial measurements were not sensitive
to the presence of miniclusters, which would require dedicated monitoring over a period of days or weeks either with
HST or with future telescopes such as JWST.
To estimate how sensitive this technique would be to the presence of ALP minicluster we follow the simplified
analysis of Ref. [46], based on the proposal of Ref. [42]. We consider the miniclusters to have a standard NFW density
profile (Eq. 48), with a distribution described by a fractional halo mass function df/d lnM . Assuming there is a large
number of DM minihalos in the cluster along the line of sight, the resulting random surface density fluctuations can
be described by the lensing convergence power spectrum [42], given by
Pκ(q) =
Σcl
Σ2cr
∫
dM
df
d lnM
( |ρ˜(q,M)|
M
)2
, (53)
where Σcl is the cluster surface density, Σcr is the critical surface density, and ρ˜ is the Fourier transform of the
NFW density profile, and q = 2pi/r is the inverse length scale of the fluctuations. The critical surface density can be
expressed in terms of an effective distance Deff by Σcr = 1/(4piGDeff). Following Ref. [46], we make the simplifying
assumption that some fraction f of the DM is contained entirely within clumps with mass M = Ms, so that
df
d lnM
= fMδ(M −Ms) . (54)
Note that we do not use the Press-Schechter estimate of df/d lnM derived in Sec. IV, since it does not account for
minihalo disruption or sub-substructure.
We obtain the sensitivity of photometric microlensing observations by comparing the dimensionless power spectrum
∆κ(q) to the (expected) amplitude of observable surface density fluctuations O(10−3−4) for realistic lenses. The power
spectrum is
∆κ(q) =
[
q2Pκ(q)
2pi
]1/2
=
1
ln(2/
√
e)
[ΣclfMs]
1/2
qrsg(qrs)
Σcrrs
(55)
where rs is the NFW scale radius, Ms is the mass within the scale radius, and
g(x) =
1
2
sin(x)(pi − 2 Six)− cos(x) Cix (56)
comes from the Fourier transform of the halo density profile. The quantity qrsg(qrs) is maximized at qrs = 0.77
with a value of 0.35. We take Deff = 1 Gpc and Σcl = 0.8Σcr – these numbers roughly correspond to the observed
highly-magnified star LS1 [89]. We define the sensitivity of photometric lensing by requiring ∆κ(q) in Eq. 55 to
be larger than 10−3, while a number of other conditions are simultaneously satisfied. First, the length scale of the
fluctuations r = 2pi/q must be larger than the minimum length scale ∼ 10 AU probed in the lens plane; this sets a
lower bound in Ms for the sensitivity, since smaller minihalos would give density fluctuations that are too rapid to be
detected. Second, the characteristic size of the clump must be smaller than the largest length scale of the microlensing
event, rs < d where d ∼ 103 AU; minihalos that exceed this size do not give rise to star magnification fluctuations
on the time scale of the lensing event. Note that this condition does not depend on the fraction of DM in minihalos.
Finally, to ensure that there are many clumps along the line of sight we require fpi(d/2)2Σcl/Ms > 10 such that the
fluctuations can be described by a power spectrum [46]. This sets the sharp cut-off of Ms ∼ 10−2M. To obtain the
sensitivity of the future lensing search in the Ms–ρs plane we evaluate Eq. 55 at the value of q = 2pi/r that maximizes
the sensitivity, subject to the constraints above. We show the projected limits as filled red regions in Fig. 12, where
the thickness of the bands arises from varying the DM fraction in clumps of mass Ms between f = 0.3 and 1 in the
Ms–ρs plane. DM substructures with scale densities above these bands will be testable with photometric lensing.
Fig. 12 also shows the region which can be constrained by future pulsar timing array searches, which we now discuss.
Ref. [43] has argued that even comparatively diffuse minihalos can be probed with pulsar-timing array (PTA)
measurements. They consider two types of signal. The first is a Doppler-shift in the pulsar frequency as a DM clump
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FIG. 12. The reach of future pulsar timing array (PTA) Doppler and Shapiro dynamic measurements (purple) and photometric
microlensing (red) in the Ms–ρs plane. In each panel, the (upper) grey dashed line corresponds to a collapse redshift of 250:
the region of the plane above this has zc > 250 with minihalos that likely to survive tidal disruption in stellar encounters. The
(lower) grey dotted line shows the prediction from the standard ΛCDM scenario. The left-hand panel shows EMD predictions
for ma = 10
−6, 10−9, 10−10 and 10−11 eV and fixed TRH = 5 MeV. The right-hand panel shows EMD predictions for TRH = 10,
50 and 100 MeV for fixed ma → ∞ (this limit is already reached for ma & 10−6 eV). The thickness of the PTA and lensing
projections corresponds to varying the DM fraction in minihalos of mass Ms between 0.3 and 1.
passes near the star or Earth. The second is a Shapiro time-delay if a minihalo crosses our line-of-sight to the pulsar.
Near-term facilities (and in particular the Square Kilometre Array) will be sensitive to these signals. Following [43],
we assume that 73 currently known pulsars will continue to be monitored for the next 30 years, and that SKA will
discover 200 more which it will measure for 20 years with 50 ns timing accuracy. We show the sensitivity of a search
for such anomalous frequency shifts in Fig. 12 in purple. The projections shown here correspond to 30 years of
observations with the current pulsar dataset, and 20 years of observations with the Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
(i.e. assuming that SKA starts in 10 years from the time of writing). The main sensitivity occurs at Ms ∼ 10−9M
for the Doppler dynamic signal, with the small spike feature at Ms ∼ 10−3M corresponding to the Shapiro dynamic
signal. Again, the width of the band corresponds to scanning over the clump fraction from 0.3 to 1. These projections
were obtained by rescaling the projected sensitivity to primordial black holes by assuming the NFW density profile
in Eq. 48 as described in Ref. [43]. The necessary conversions between the virial quantities used in Ref. [43] and Ms
and ρs are discussed in App. E.
The left-hand panel of Fig. 12 shows the target parameter space corresponding to ma = 10
−6, 10−9, 10−10 and
10−11 eV for TRH = 5 MeV. In order to relate R∗ and M∗ obtained in Sec. IV to Ms, rs and ρs, we assumed a particular
concentration parameter at formation, c∗ = R∗/rs (R∗ is just the virial radius at collapse – see App. E). Based on
the compilation of simulated Earth-mass minihalos in ΛCDM from Ref. [91], we take c∗ ≈ 2.6 Larger concentration
parameters at formation imply more compact halos (larger ρs at fixed Ms) that are easier to detect with lensing or
PTA. Each point on the lines in Fig. 12 corresponds to a specific value of the collapse epoch zc for the clumps of that
mass, since zc relates the scale mass to the scale radius (and hence scale density). The horizontal grey-dashed line at
ρs ∼ 102M/pc3 corresponds to a collapse redshift of 250. Accordingly we expect EMD clumps which collapse before
zc = 250 and where the ALP mass is larger than around 10
−10 eV to be detectable by photometric microlensing,
and possibly by Doppler dynamic PTA searches. This mass range was indicated in the ALP mass-photon coupling
parameter space of Fig. 1 as a green arrow. Finally, the grey dotted line shows the results for the standard ΛCDM
scenario. Since collapse happens relatively late in that case, none of the CDM miniclusters would be dense enough
to turn up in these searches (even without considering the fact that they are quite easily disrupted in hierarchical
structure formation). The right-hand panel of Fig. 12 shows the same projections as the left-hand panel but with
the model curves corresponding to different reheating temperatures TRH = 5, 50 and 100 MeV with the ALP mass
fixed to the CDM limit of ma → ∞. We see that lensing and PTA will be sensitive to a wide range of cosmologies
6 Ref. [42] instead took c∗ = 4, which is tuned to simulations of galaxy-sized DM halos.
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with reheat temperatures as high as TRH ∼ 100 MeV (and possibly higher if our estimates of the minihalo survival
probability are too conservative).
VI. CONCLUSION
Early matter domination is a natural feature of many UV completions of the Standard Model, including supersym-
metric theories and various hidden sector models. If the cosmological history included a period of EMD, both the relic
abundance of dark matter and the growth of its density perturbations are modified relative to ΛCDM. Non-thermally
produced dark matter candidates, including axions produced through misalignment, are particularly sensitive to the
expansion history of the universe. In the axion case, EMD yields a relic abundance that is independent of the axion
mass and favors high fa, including a QCD axion window of roughly ma ∼ 10−(8−9) eV and fa ∼ 1015−16 GeV.
In this work we studied the evolution of ALP density perturbations and the resulting DM sub-structure in cosmolo-
gies with early matter domination. During EMD density perturbations grow linearly with the scale factor, enhancing
the density contrast on scales smaller than the horizon size at reheating and larger than the Jeans scale set by the effec-
tive ALP pressure. This enhancement of sub-structure results in early formation of ALP minihalos, and subsequently
their hierarchical assembly into larger and larger objects. The high redshift of formation results in DM structures that
have a typical density much larger than DM halos in the standard cosmology. Given the constraints on late reheating,
the largest objects that can benefit from EMD-enhanced growth have a mass of O(1− 100) M⊕. Since all of the DM
ends up in minihalos, the direct detection rates are suppressed by the time between Earth-minihalo encounters. These
times are longer than the timescale of typical experiments, making this search strategy impractical if all minihalos
remain intact. However, it is not clear whether all minihalos survive until today. Tidal disruption processes include
clump-clump and clump-star encounters. If a significant fraction of clumps are disrupted, the encounter rates with
the resulting streams may be significantly larger than for isolated minihalos. Simulations are required to reliably
estimate the disruption probability over the lifetime of the galaxy and the resulting ALP volume-filling fraction. It
will also be important to study higher-order terms in the potential, and the formation and impact of ALP solitons
inside miniclusters.
If the minihalo survival probability is high, we find that proposed astrophysical detection techniques offer strong
sensitivity. Pulsar timing measurements are sensitive to the Doppler shift induced by a minihalo passing close a pul-
sar. The enhanced small-scale structure can also have an observable imprint on the microlensing lightcurves of highly
magnified stars. These observations are sensitive to a wide range of the relic-density target regions for different reheat-
ing temperatures and natural misalignment angles. While both techniques require long-term observations on decadal
timescales, it is important to note that the DM power spectrum at small scales is nearly unconstrained. Early matter
domination provides an illustrative example of the interesting physics that can be imprinted on these scales. There
are also other compelling possibilities leading to similar physics, including different modifications of the expansion
history (e.g., a period of kination [92]), a running spectral index and gravitational particle production. Astrophysical
searches for the small-scale structure of matter can thus provide a crucial window in the pre-nucleosynthesis universe
and offer hints about the origin of DM.
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Appendix A: Boltzmann Equations in Detail
In this section we express the linear Boltzmann equations 17 in convenient dimensionless variables defined in Eq. 9
and using the scale factor a as a time variable. This form of the Boltzmann system is easily implemented and solved
numerically. The resulting perturbation equations are [28]
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a2Eδ′φ + θφ + 3a
2EΦ′ = aΓφΦ, (A1a)
a2Eθ′φ + aEθφ + k
2Φ = 0, (A1b)
a2Eδ′r +
4
3
θr + 4a
2EΦ′ =
ρφ
ρr
aΓφ [δφ − δr − Φ] , (A1c)
a2Eθ′r + k
2Φ− k2 δr
4
=
ρφ
ρr
aΓφ
[
3
4
θφ − θr
]
, (A1d)
a2Eδ′a + θa + 3a
2EΦ′ = −3c2nadaEδa − 9c2nada2E2θa/k2 , (A1e)
a2Eθ′a + aEθa + k
2Φ = +3c2nadaEθa + k
2c2nadδa , (A1f)
k2Φ + 3aE2
[
a2Φ′ + aΦ
]
=
3
2
a2 [ρφδφ + ρrδr + ρaδa] , (A1g)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to a, E is the dimensionless Hubble parameter
E2 = ρφ + ρr + ρa , (A2)
and
c2nad =
k2
k2 + 4m2aa
2
. (A3)
The energy densities are normalized as in Eq. 9, while Γφ, ma and k are in units of H1, the Hubble rate at an arbitrary
initial time.
1. Initial Conditions
To derive initial conditions for the perturbation equations in Eq. A1 we follow [28], with some changes. First, we
assume that all relevant modes are initially sub-horizon, such that k  1. In this limit we can approximately solve
the perturbation equations while expanding in k. Super-horizon modes do not evolve, i.e. δ′i = 0 and θi ∼ O(k2).
This implies that the right-hand side of Eqs. A1c vanishes, leading to the following constraint at leading order in k ,
δφ − δr − Φ = 0 . (A4)
Furthermore, Eq. A1g can be solved for δφ using the early-time background solutions in Eq. 13, giving
δφ = 2Φ . (A5)
The two above equations in turn imply that
δr = Φ (A6)
to leading order in k.
For the ALP density perturbation, we assume that low-scale inflation or nontrivial inflationary dynamics prevents
the generation of a large isocurvature mode. The adiabatic mode is zero before the ALP starts to oscillate [9]. After
oscillations begin, the correct initial condition for the superhorizon density perturbations becomes adiabatic,
δa = δφ . (A7)
We show that this also follows from approximate solutions to the perturbed field equations in App. B.
Given the initial assumptions above, the right-hand side of Eq. A1e also vanishes. This allows us to relate δa to
θa via δa = −3aEθa/k2, where we consider c2nad ∼ O(k0). Substituting this into the right-hand side of Eq. A1f, we
observe that it vanishes, leaving
a2Eθ′a + aEθa + k
2Φ = 0 . (A8)
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During early matter domination we have E(a) ' a−3/2. This is solved by
θa = −2
3
k2
√
aΦ. (A9)
We obtain an identical solution
θφ = −2
3
k2
√
aΦ (A10)
from Eq. A1b with the same logic. Using this in Eq. A1d along with δr ∼ Φ we finally obtain
θr = −2
3
k2
√
aΦ . (A11)
The set of equations (A5, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11) form our set of initial conditions.
Appendix B: ALP Initial Conditions from Field Equations
In this section we derive the initial conditions for the ALP density perturbation δa from the perturbed field equations.
We will denote the ALP field by ϕ = ϕ0 +ϕ1 to avoid confusion with the scale factor a, and work in the dimensionless
variables defined below Eq. 7. The modes of interest enter the horizon during EMD when H = 1/√a and the
gravitational potentials are constant with Φ + Ψ = 0. In this regime, the background and perturbed field equations,
Eqs. 3 and 16, simplify to
ϕ′′0 +
5
2a
ϕ′0 +m
2
aaϕ0 = 0 (B1)
ϕ′′1 +
5
2a
ϕ′1 + (k
2/a+m2aa)ϕ1 = +2m
2
aaϕ0Φ (B2)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to the scale factor. We take the initial conditions for a completely
smooth field initially at rest with a misalignment value ϕi:
ϕ0(0) = ϕi, ϕ
′
0(0) = 0 (B3)
ϕ1(0) = 0, ϕ
′
1(0) = 0. (B4)
The background equation is easily solved to give
ϕ0 =
3ϕi
2maa3/2
sin
(
2
3
maa
3/2
)
. (B5)
Next, we consider the super-horizon evolution of modes that enter the horizon after oscillations have begun, k 
kosc ∼ m1/3a . This allows us to drop the k2 term in Eq. B2 in comparison to either the Hubble damping term ∝ ϕ′ or
the mass term. We then find the O(k0) solution
ϕ1 ≈ −Φϕi cos
(
2
3
maa
3/2
)
+
3Φϕi
2maa3/2
sin
(
2
3
maa
3/2
)
. (B6)
We can now construct the energy density and its perturbation from [93]
ρa =
1
2a
(ϕ′0)
2 +
1
2
m2aϕ
2
0, (B7)
δρa =
1
a
(
ϕ′0ϕ
′
1 + (ϕ
′
0)
2Φ
)
+m2aϕ0ϕ1. (B8)
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Averaging over oscillations, we find that for super-horizon scales with k  kosc
ρa ≈ 9ϕ
2
i
16a3
(B9)
δρa ≈ 9ϕ
2
iΦ
8a3
(B10)
and therefore
δa ≈ 2Φ. (B11)
at leading order in k. Thus, we see that even though the ALP field starts as completely homogeneous with δa = 0,
super-horizon evolution in the gravitational potential ensures that it locks onto the matter adiabatic mode after
oscillations have begun.
Appendix C: Fitting Functions for ALP Density Contrast Evolution
In this section we define the various semi-analytical fitting functions that we use to evaluate the fluctuation variance
for a wide range of parameters, without having to solve for the evolution of all modes numerically from horizon entry
to now. These fitting functions are nearly identical to those presented in Ref. [28] despite slightly different initial
conditions, owing to the fact the ALP DM cannot be produced in the decays of the EMD field φ. The reason for this
similarity is that the late-time evolution of modes is insensitive to this initial condition. This is already evident in
the approximate solution in Eq. 19, since the growing term quickly overtakes the initial value once the mode is inside
the horizon. We confirmed this by comparing the various fitting functions below to the numerical solutions discussed
in Sec. III C. The ALP fluid and CDM evolve differently at small scales, which we implement as a simple cut-off as
we discuss below.
The differences between ΛCDM and EMD in the evolution of the DM density contrast are neatly encapsulated by
the ratio
R(k) =
δa
δc
=
A(k) ln
[(
4
e3
)f2/f1 B(k)aeq
ahor(k)
]
9.11 ln
[(
4
e3
)f2/f1 0.594√2k
keq
] , (C1)
where δc refers to the evolution of the CDM density contrast in ΛCDM and [28, 63]
f1 = 1− 0.568fb + 0.094f2b (C2)
f2 = 1− 1.156fb + 0.149f2b − 0.074f3b (C3)
with fb = Ωb/Ωm and [28]
ahor(k)
aeq
≈ keq√
2k
[
1 +
(
k
kRH
)4.235]−1/4.235
. (C4)
This scaling relation was obtained by fitting this approximate form to numerical solutions of k = H(ahor); we confirmed
the results of Ref. [28]. The values of A(k), B(k) and in various limits are given by
A =

0 k > kosc
3
5
(
k
kRH
)2
kosc > k > kRH
9.11 k < kRH
, B =
{
e
(
kRH
k
)2
k > kRH
0.594 k < kRH
. (C5)
The functions A and B interpolate between the linear EMD growth and logarithmic RD evolution. Ref. [28] provides
numerical functions that smoothly connect the two limits above. Note that we model the small-scale suppression of
power due to the effective ALP mass by a hard cut-off at k = kosc. This is an approximation as the actual fall-off is
much smoother – see the right panel of Fig. 5. However, this approximation allows for fast exploration of the clump
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parameter space without having to solve the full Boltzmann system for each (ma, TRH).
The density contrasts in Eq. C1 are evaluated at matter-radiation equality, so the evolution at later times is captured
by a scale-dependent growth function TDΛCDM(a, k) defined via Eqs. 31 and 35. Since the density variance in Eq. 30
involves an integral over all scales within the horizon, we need TDΛCDM(a, k) for a wide range of k and a. We obtain
TDΛCDM by stitching together solutions from the Boltzmann solver CLASS [67, 94] at small k and the Eisenstein-Hu
interpolating formula [95] at high k. This matching is performed at k/keq ∼ 106 (where both the CLASS calculation and
the Eisenstein-Hu formula are accurate) and scale factor am and the result is then propagated forward or backward
in time using solutions of the Meszaros equation [63]:
δ′′c +
2 + 3y
2y(1 + y)
δ′c =
3
2y(1 + y)
(1− fb)δc, (C6)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to y = a/aeq and fb = Ωb/Ωm. We denote the DM density contrast
with a subscript c to emphasize that we are now discussing evolution in ΛCDM – the EMD and ALP dynamics are
encapsulated by R(k) defined above. This equation is valid before and after equality, and well after horizon entry;
the two solutions U1,2 are expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions in Ref. [63] and they can be matched onto
the standard radiation-domination solution, given in Eq. 24. As a result, the evolution of the density contrast can be
factorized as
δc(a, k) = D(a)δc(aeq, k), (C7)
where
D(a) = U1(a/aeq) + A1
A2
U2(a/aeq). (C8)
The coefficients A1,2 (obtained by matching in the RD regime such that D → 1 as a/aeq → 0) and the functional form
of U1,2 are given in Ref. [63]. The function D captures the linear growth during standard matter domination since
U1(a/aeq) ∼ (a/aeq) for fb = 0 and a/aeq  1. The full expression is accurate near the transition from logarithmic
growth (captured by U2) to linear evolution, and fb 6= 0.7 The scale-dependent growth function at an arbitrary
redshift is then given by
TDΛCDM(a, k) = TDΛCDM(am, k)
[ D(a)
D(am)
]
. (C9)
The scale factor am at which the numerical and semi-analytic expressions for TDΛCDM are matched is arbitrary, and
can be chosen to minimize the error made in the simple extrapolation using D. Similar to Ref. [28], we find that
matching at zm = 50 and using D(a) leads to fractional errors of < 4% for a wide range of redshifts and scales of
interest. This procedure ensures that the amplitude of density fluctuations on large scales is correctly normalized. In
particular, using Eq. 30, we reproduce the observed value of σ8 = σ(z = 0, R = 8/h Mpc) ≈ 0.8 [54].
Appendix D: Isocurvature Constraints
Planck [96] constrains ratio of the scalar-to-isocurvature amplitude to be α < 0.038. For theories with a period of
EMD we proceed following Ref. [52]. The definition of the isocurvature perturbation is
Si =
δ(ni/s)
ni/s
=
δni
ni
− 3δT
T
. (D1)
We assume that only the axion has Sa 6= 0, with all other fields satisfying Si = 0. The invariance of the local energy
density under isocurvature perturbations can then be used to relate Sa to the temperature perturbation δT/T as
follows. The total energy is
ρ =
∑
i
mini +mana + ρr (D2)
7 On scales larger than the baryonic Jeans length, the fb = 0 solution is appropriate since the baryons are no longer pressure-supported
and collapse like CDM. We interpolate between the fb = 0 and fb 6= 0 regimes using the prescription in Ref. [28].
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and we require
δρ =
∑
i
miδni +maδna + 4ρr
δT
T
' 0 . (D3)
The second equality in Eq. D1 implies δni = ni3δT/T for i 6= a. Substituting that in the equation above we obtain
δT
T
' − ρa
3
∑
i ρi + 4ρr
Sa, (D4)
which implicitly requires δT/T ' 0 for the ALP. For fluctuations on super-horizon scales which enter the horizon
during standard matter domination (after Teq) the above implies
δT
T
' −1
3
Ωa
Ωm
Sa . (D5)
We add an extra −1/15 onto the prefactor to take the Sachs-Wolfe effect into account [52], so the total temperature
fluctuation is
δT
T iso
' − 6
15
Ωa
Ωm
Sa . (D6)
Now we find an expression for Sa in terms of θi, f and HI . The fractional fluctuation in the axion density is related
to fluctuations around the initial misalignment angle θi in the early universe
Sa ' δna
na
' δ(θ
2)
〈θ2〉 '
〈(θ〉+ δθ)2 − 〈θ2〉
〈θ2〉 '
2θiδθ + (δθ)
2 − σ2θ
θ2i + σ
2
θ
(D7)
where the variance is σ2θ = 〈(θ − 〈θ〉)2〉 = H2I /(2pif)2 and 〈θ〉 = θi. We will also need
〈S2a〉 = 2σ2θ
2θ2i + σ
2
θ
(θ2i + σ
2
θ)
2 . (D8)
The isocurvature component of the total power in CMB temperature fluctuations is
α =
〈(δT/T )2iso〉
〈(δT/T )2tot〉
, (D9)
where COBE measured 〈(δT/T )2tot〉1/2 = 1.1× 10−5 [97]. Putting the pieces together we have
α =
(
6
15
)2
(Ωa/Ωm)
2
〈(δT/T )2tot〉
2σ2θ
2θ2i + σ
2
θ
(θ2i + σ
2
θ)
2 < 0.038 . (D10)
where Ωm ' 0.13, the expression for the axion relic density in EMD theories is Eq. 6 and the rest is defined above.
As an example, for benchmark values of θi = 1, fa = 9 × 1014 GeV and TRH = 10 MeV Eq. D10 implies HI <
2× 1010 GeV. The requirements on the scale of inflation in EMD theories are less onerous than standard cosmology
by a factor of O(102−3). As we raise the reheating temperature the bound on the HI decreases: for TRH = 500 MeV
we have HI < 2 × 109 GeV. The isocurvature bounds can be evaded in low-scale theories of inflation – see, e.g.,
Refs. [98, 99].
Appendix E: Relationships Between Size and Mass Definitions
In this section we relate the various mass and size scales used to characterize minihalos. We will assume that
minihalos have an NFW profile:
ρ(r) =
4ρs
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (E1)
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where ρs and rs are scale density and scale radius. The mass within a certain radius r is then
M(r) = 16piρsr
3
sf(r/rs), (E2)
where
f(c) = ln(c+ 1)− c
c+ 1
. (E3)
The scale mass Ms is the mass within the scale radius:
Ms = M(rs) = 16piρsr
3
sf(1). (E4)
Given any two of (rs, ρs,Ms) we can solve for the other one using this relationship.
1. Virial mass, radius and concentration
The virial quantities are defined for a sphere centered on the gravitational potential minimum that encloses a region
within which the average density is ∆ = 200 times the critical density at some redshift ρc(z) = 3H
2(z)/(8piG) [91, 100]
(sometimes only the average matter density Ωmρc(z) is used [76]). We therefore have the following relationship between
Mvir and rvir:
Mvir =
4pi
3
200ρcr
3
vir. (E5)
We want to relate virial quantities to the NFW scale parameters defined above. First,
Mvir = M(rvir) = Msf(c200)/f(1), (E6)
where we defined the concentration parameter
c200 = rvir/rs. (E7)
We can take (c200,Mvir) as defining the halo and solve for the NFW scale quantities using the relations above, leading
to
Ms =
f(1)
f(c200)
Mvir, (E8)
rs = rvir/c200 (E9)
and
ρs =
1
12
200ρc
c3200
f(c200)
(E10)
Note that at large concentration parameters c200  1, f(c200) ∼ ln c200/e and Eq. E8 implies that
Mvir
Ms
∼ 43 + 5 ln
(c200
104
)
, (E11)
so the virial mass and scale mass can be quite different. This occurs if the redshift at which the virial quantities are
calculated is long after the initial collapse that created the gravitationally bound core; subsequent evolution resulted
in accretion of matter on this core.
2. M∗, R∗ and Concentration at Formation
Recall that R∗ is defined as the radius within which the density is 178ρa(zc), where ρa(zc) is the background density
at collapse. This means that M∗ and R∗ are like the virial quantities, evaluated at collapse, i.e. Mvir(zc) ≈ M∗ and
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rvir(zc) ≈ R∗. Let c∗ be the concentration parameter at formation, i.e.
c∗ = R∗/rs. (E12)
This is an O(1) number. Simulations of Earth-mass ΛCDM halos imply that c∗ ≈ 2 [91] for Ms ∼ 10−6M, but in
principle this is a cosmology and mass-dependent quantity. The concentration parameter allows us to find Ms and ρs
from c∗, R∗ and M∗:
Ms =
f(1)
f(c∗)
M∗ (E13)
The scale density is then obtained from Eq. E4.
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